
PT300DW™ Filling Scales
High-Capacity Portable Scales for Trailer Landing Gear

A Portable Solution to Collect Total Trailer Weight
The PT300DW™ Filling Scale provides a heavy-duty, portable and affordable solution to gather trailer and payload weights when 

not attached to a semi-tractor. Utilizing the same proven technology of the PT300™ wheel load scale, the PT300DW™ Filling 

Scale boasts a billet aluminum scale surface designed to withstand the increased pressure created by the small contact patch of 

trailer front support gear.

Like its wheel load relative, the PT300DW™ Filling Scale is designed to take on heavy loads on unimproved surfaces. Accurately 

measuring payload weights not only keeps equipment form being damaged through overloading, but allows the operator to 

better track material inventory and transaction amounts. These all-aluminum scales are fully electronic and capable of weighing 

up to 30,000lb (15,000kg) with an accuracy of ±1%.

The PT300DW™ Filling Scales also feature attached wheels for easy movement and adjustment. With these roller wheels, 

the operator can easily transport to the scale to the worksite, while also allowing for easier placement to ensure accurate 

measurement. The scale is compatible with a host of other products, including the PT300™ and AX900™. The wireless feature 

also allows these scales to be used to capture weight data for a variety of other objects.
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PT300DW™ Filling Scales

Compatible with these Intercomp Devices

Wireless Handheld 
Weighing Indicator

Easily process weight-  
related data to monitor 
and control loads in a 
compact, handheld device.

IntercompWeigh™ 
Software

Manage any weighing  
process, view scale data, 
customize layouts and  
generate reports in one,  
easy-to-use program.

(PC Not Included)

iVehicleWeigh™  

Scale App

Input weight data into an 
iPhone®, iPod® or iPad® to 
save and email information 
easily and conveniently.  

Available for download  
FREE from iTunes®.  

LED Remote Display 
& Wireless Printer

Offers wireless  
communication with 
scales through the RFX™ 

Data Converter.

PT20™ CPU

Enclosed in a rugged, 
weather-resistant case, 
this portable weight  
management CPU  
features wireless  
communication and 
integrated printer;  
ideal for remote use.

Solar Power Provides up to 
One Year of Battery Life with 

Daytime, Outdoor Use

PT300DW™ Filling Scales

Accuracy of ±1% of Reading

RFX ™ Wireless Weighing  
Technology Provides Cable-Free 
Communication with a Variety of 
Indicators, Apps & Software

Large LCD Display with Backlight for  
Easy Readings from Scales

(Shown Above)
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Roller Wheels for Easy Transport

Rugged, Lightweight Aluminum 
Construction Built to Withstand Heavy Use; 
Ideal for Unimproved Surfaces

Available in Capacities  
to 30,000lb (15,000kg)

Integrated Indicator with Comprehensive 
Push Button Controls Include: 
On/Off, Local/Total, Zero & Print/Accum


